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reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english brigham young university

the yearlongyear long celebration of the centennial of the april 6
1893 dedication of the salt lake temple sparked the publication
and republication of a variety of books celebrating this landmark
event in the history of the church and utah editor annie wells
cannon spoke for the mormon people when she wrote in the may
1893 issue of comanswomans exponent that the dedication of the salt
lake temple was to the saints the greatest event for many years
she added the understatement that now that it is so handsomely
completed well may we feel proud and happy in holzapfel 93
today a century later the salt lake temple remains for many
the temple the proud and venerable flagship of the fleet and

arguably one of the most remarkable edifices built during the nine-
teenth century

the sacred nature of temple ceremonies prevented latter day
saints from writing about their temples until elder james E

talmage then newly called to the quorum of the twelve was
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commissioned by the first presidency to write the house of the
lord A study of holy sanctuaries ancient and modern 1912
reprint 1962 1976 which remained for several decades the
definitive treatment of mormon temples and rites then in 1965

W A raynor published the everlasting spires A story of the salt
lake temple followed by john K edmundssEdmundedmundsoss through temple
doors 1978 elder boyd K packers the holy temple 1980
elder royden G derricks temples in the last days 1987 and
richard 0 cowans temples to dot the earth 1989 now the salt
lake temple dedicatory centennial has evoked several valuable
additions to the short shelf of books about latter day saint temples
and in particular the salt lake temple itself

A notable reissue for the centennial in bookcraftsbookcraftBookcraftsIs attractive
collectors edition series is N B lundwallslundwaltsLundwallswalTswaitswaliswails temples of the most
high lundwall that father of allailaliann LDS compilers scrapbookedscrapbooked rare
and invaluable writings byauthorities of the church into the vision
or the degrees of glory 1939 he later assembled in the fate of
the persecutors of the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith 1952 a similar pas-
tiche of undigested variously sound and occasionally dubious his-
torical data about joseph smith jr his life death burial family
and the trial and eventual fates of his murderers for seasoned
saints those over age fifty the reissue of temples of the most
high is a sentimental return to earlier apologiasapologies such as hugh nib
leys lehi in the desert 1952 which revealed to many the rich
store in journals diaries letters narratives sermons newspaper
accounts and other lore beyond B H robertss wonderful his-
tory of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1902 and
joseph fielding smiths very serviceable essentials in church
history 1922

under the capstone of each of the latter day saint temples
lundwall brought together a curious haphazard documentary his-
tory of the temples from the dedicatory prayers and services and
the physical dimensions and construction history to long buried
accounts of events centering in the various temples he originally
wrote about the temples constructed from kirtland days through
the 1930s in the revision lundwall added chapters for succeed-
ing temples through the oakland temple 1964 the reissue
makes no attempt to update information about the temples built
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since 1964 even though several illiffiiiinfinn organized addenda to the 1968
revision provide additional information regarding the now long
superseded temple renovationsovationsren of the 1960s reading this paste and
scissors scrapbook with its oh by the way addenda is much like trying
to make sense of a refrigeration manual which has been irregularly
and haphazardly updated for twenty years after its initial issue

stillstiff temples of the most high provides the only ready access
to some of the great spiritual and visionary experiences associated
with the various temples for example this volume is where most
of us first read of the appearance of the savior to lorenzo snow in
the salt lake temple of brigham youngs statement that the manti
temple site had been previously dedicated by moroni or of other
little known but remarkable manifestations of the lords accep-
tance of the various latter day temples lundwall has made these
spiritual events accessible to several generations of latter day
saints and this timely and interesting reissue of a roughhewnrough hewn but
often moving classic makes the physical and spiritual history of a
century of LDS temples available to current believing generations

A far different kind of book but every bit as valuable to the
latter day saints is every stone a sermon by richard neitzel
holzapfel holzapfel centers his thorough well balanced and well
written historical account of the construction of the salt lake tem-
ple on intriguing and often overlooked aspects of the more than
forty eventful years it took to build the edifice he keeps his focus
fixed on the impressions of men and women who recorded in let-
ters journals and diaries their accounts of events taking place on
and about temple square he includes emma bennetts giving
birth to a baby boy in one of the smaller rooms of the temple after
one of the dedicatory sessions 82 incidentally brother and sis-
ter bennett returned to the temple on april 15 eight days later so
the baby could receive a special blessing from elderjosephelderEldeeidereide rjosephjoseph E smith
who named the child joseph temple bennett

holzapfel carefully sets individual mormon responses to the
construction painting decorating furnishing rush to comple-
tion and the memorable dedication of the temple in the contexts
of the shifting social and political climates of the late nineteenth
century for example he points out that within a few months
after the dedication the mormon tabernacle choir won second
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place in an international choir competition at the chicago worlds
fair at the same time that the US government was finally begin-
ning the process of returning confiscated church property 84
every stone a sermon is a fascinating book a worthwhile read-
ing experience

very different in its focus centered as it is on the temples
architecture artistry and symbolism is the graphically stunning
reissue of the salt lake temple A monument to a people
by C mark hamilton professor of art at BYU in collaboration with
C nina cutrubus of special interest is the beautifully illustrated
section tracing the influence of british architecture on brigham
young and temple architects william ward jr both truman 0
angell sr and jr and joseph don carlos young also fascinating
are hitherto generally unavailable architectural plans and studies
for the temple as well as ralph savages 1911 photographs of the
temple interior published in their entirety for the first time hamil-
tons incisive chapter on the symbolism of the exterior is a
major contribution to LDS architectural history

another remarkable treat has been offered aficionados of the
salt lake temple and early salt lake history in nelson B wads
worths set in stone fixed in glass the great mormon temple
and its photographers wadsworth recounts the outlines of the
history of the salt lake temple through the camera eye of eleven
pioneer photographers who documented not only the temples
construction but much of the community life and progress of salt
lake city

this impressive volume contains 366 rare photographs
including some forbidden photos by gisbert bossard a disaf-
fected swiss convert bankrolledbankrolled by max florence a gentile salt
lake businessman who later did time for bootlegging armed
with a rapid lens camera and magnesium flashlight bossard per-
suaded a gardener in 1911 to allow him to enter the temple pres-

ident joseph FE smith defusedrefused bossardsbossardtBossards extortion attempt and
obviated the value of his illicitly obtained photographs by com-
missioning james E talmage a university of utah professor and
not yet member of the quorum of the twelve though that calling
would come before the book was finished to write a book about
the salt lake temple a book which would also include interior
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photographs by ralph savage son of charles R savage also
included in talmagesbalmagesTalmages volume are the photography of marsena
cannon edward martin C W carter C W symons george edward
anderson james H crockwell charles ellisElliellisjohnsonsjohnsonjohnson james william
shipler and harry shipler

concluding this review of recent books about the salt lake
temple is a very different perspective of the temple an adult de-
scribing the temple and its history to a child the stones of the
temple written by J frederic voros jr and illustrated by kath-
leen B peterson is a lovingly simple and simply lovely illustrated
childrens book which speaks to all ages evoking the rich spiritual
meaning of the edifice through the history and architecture of the
building speaking in voross simple but richly imaged language of
faith and works that are made graphic by petersons luminous and
vivid art this little book has soul appropriate to the loftiness of its
subject voros concludes his lyrical text thus it is his house the
walls are his the towers and spires are his the laughing chil-
dren the golden trumpeter the praying prophet and the shouting
people all these are his and you too are his 28

the new york times noted in its april 7 1893 edition the
mormon temple is a significant monument in enduring stone to
the power and resistless growth of the mormon church in hol-
zapfel 97 shortly before his death elder B H roberts writing
about the salt lake temple expressed an expanded meaning of
this monument in enduring stone

I1 hold this temple sacred in my heart it is a mass testimony of
a whole people a testimony to the world that god has spoken and
that he has revealed his truths once more for the salvation of men
and has ushered in the dispensation of the fullness of times the salt
lake temple is a community testimony of the gospel of jesus
christ and becomes a witness wherever its architectural beauty
is published to the world holzapfel 105

the several books honoring the salt lake temple in its centenary
have lasting value and affirm that impressive testimony in impos-
ing stone


